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Western classic art
masterpieces on display
By Zhou Manzhen

Visitors in front of pop art master Andy Warhol's works

A reproduced sculpture of "The
Kiss" certified by Rodin Studio

The Liangyou Red Town
Culture and Art Community,
located at 32 Hanhuang Road,
Jiang'an District, was unveiled
on April 30.
Along with it was the
launch of "Masterpieces:
Century's Classic Collection
Exhibition." More than 140
pieces of works by Western
artists such as Auguste Rodin
and Pablo Picasso are on
display at the exhibition.
These works of art, created
by Western masters across the
span of 100 years, are
categorized into modern classics
and contemporary classics.
Among them, the modern
classics mainly show the
masterpieces of the artists active
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in the 19th and 20th centuries.
These include sculptures, prints
and photographic artworks by
the French sculptor Rodin, the
French artist Arman Fernandez,
the Spanish artist Picasso, and
the Italian artist Marino Marini
among others.
The contemporary classic
series features British
contemporary artist Damien
Hirst's iconic sculptures, David
Hockney's serial copperplate
etchings, as well as pop art
master Andy Warhol's works.
Also on display were Picasso's
bullfighting series of prints, and
his lithograph "Garçon à La
Pipe."
The free exhibition will run
through July 30.

Photo exhibition captures Wuhan's iconic
housing style
By Cao Xinyi & Qiao Chi

Like the hutongs of Beijing
and the linong houses of
Shanghai, Wuhan has its own
iconic architectural housing styles
called lifen. On May 6, Wang
Yansheng's photo exhibition of
these old alleys and buildings was
unveiled to the public at the
Jiang'han District Cultural Center.
On display are over 70
photos of lifen that Wang took in
Hankou. Set in old alleys such as
Sanyili and Jiqingli, these photos
capture happy families and close

neighborhoods, exquisitely carved
beams and pillars, and solemn
cultural relics.
Wang took the photos
between 2002 and 2014. A
photography lover since he was
young, Wang said that after his
retirement in 2002, he began
taking photos of old buildings and
streets across Wuhan, trying to
explore the stories behind them.
So far, Wang has taken over
20,000 photos of historical
buildings and streets in Wuhan.

An alley photo in Jianghan District
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Museum of Broken
Relationships opens in Wuhan

The Museum of Broken
Relationships, which is located near
Jianghan Road, opened its doors to
the public on April 21. On display in
the 150-square-meter space are
over 100 items that have been
donated by people whose
relationships have sadly ended.
Li Gaoxiang, the curator of the
museum, arranged these items that
range from earphones to rings and
wedding dresses. Each item is a
memento of a failed relationship.
Li explained that the idea behind
this museum originated from abroad.
When visiting the museum and
examining the items, visitors are
invited to reflect on their own
intimate relationships.
All the items have been donated
by people wanting to bid farewell to
the past. A museum with the theme
of broken relationships is not unique
to Hankou. There is also a similar
museum in Wuchang.

Wuhan nursery rhyme
painting exhibition in
Zhejiang

By Mao Yin

Children reproducing Xiao's paintings

The Wuhan nursery rhyme
paintings by local painter Xiao Jishi
recently toured Zhejiang, specifically
Tongxiang's Feng Zikai Art Museum,
Pinghu's Li Shutong Memorial Hall,
and Haiyan's Zhang Leping Memorial
Hall, where they were appreciated by
a large number of locals.
In the past 20 years, Xiao has
been reproducing the traditional folk
life and memory of Wuhan people.
His paintings represent the childhood
jingles and life scenes of Wuhan
residents. His art exhibition in
Zhejiang drew both seniors and youth
to reproduce his paintings.

